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Saab 9-5 5D
Cargo net
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1 Cassette with net
2 Slide rail (x2)
3 Plastic fitting (x2)
4 Screw (x4)
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1 Fold the entire backrest forwards. Remove the
plastic cover over the hinge fitting on the lefthand section (the 60% section).
2 Lift up the front part of the luggage compartment
floor and remove the trim from the back of the
left-hand backrest.
3 Make two rectangular holes as marked on the
reverse side of the trim.
4 Refit the trim on the backrest, making sure that
the trim fastens securely in the clips.

Note
If necessary, tap the upper part of the backrest
against the trim if there is a gap between backrest
and trim. Compare it with the smaller backrest
section.
Refit the cover over the hinge fittings and fit the
luggage compartment floor back in place.
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5 Fit the rectangular plastic fittings in the trim with
their screw holes to the left. Screw the plastic fittings and the slide rails to the backrest (2 x 2
screws, the chamfered edges of the slide rails
should be on the right).
6 Position the cargo net with its cassette so that
the rails enter the plastic fitting and make secure
by sliding the entire cassette to the left.
7 Raise the left-hand backrest section (60% section) first and then the right-hand section.
Carefully remove the cover washers in the roof
attachments, using a small screwdriver.
8 Pull the net diagonally rearwards out of the cassette. Fit the hooks in the roof attachments, one
side at a time, and then release the net. It will
then fasten in the cassette’s rearward-facing
hooks.

WARNING
Take care when lowering the 60% section of the
backrest when the 40% section is already lowered. The net’s cassette could cause injury if anyone is in the vicinity of the 40% section.
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